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Attention Parents,
singles and couples!!

You are the main suspect for the
Egyptian Marriage Dilemma
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I. Introduction
90% of my clients’ problems are deeply rooted to the role their parents
played and are still playing in their lives. Parents have a high emotional
value in our hearts. We look up at them. We consider them as role models
even if we dislike some or all of their behaviors.
For a very long time they were the source of education, rights and wrongs,
love and acceptance, guidance and direction. Even for those who never
experienced any of those feelings with their parents, they grow to search
and wish to have ever felt them.
Growing up; children start to understand that parents do mistakes. They
start to realize that parents are not as whole and integrated as per the
image children have long formed. That’s when the great “Parent-Child
crack” develops.
The crack gets wider and wider when growing children can not heal the
pains caused by their parents through the bringing up process. Healing
needs understanding, forgiving and letting go; values that parents forget
to train their children to use. The cycle of accusation and blaming
continues resulting in convicting them (parents) guilty of our misery,
sadness, grief, and misfortune ever after.
If Parents’ role is unclear in any aspect of their children’s life, it is pretty
clear when approaching relationship dilemma. And the most important
impact of the parents’ role lies in the first stage which is during childhood
and adolescence.
I have classified the parents’ role into 4 stages:
1. During childhood and adolescence
2. Before marriage
3. In marital problems
4. After Divorce (If it occurred)
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Stage One: Parent’s role during childhood and adolescence
Through my work as well as my observations I can clearly distinguish the
roles of 2 family types in relationship dilemma; Balanced and Unbalanced
families.
Balanced means a family where roles of each parent is clear to themselves
and their partners, where
moderation is the theme,
where
values
like
unconditional love, care,
attention,
and
raising
children are clear and are
being done.
Whereas
unbalanced
families (quite a lot) are
those where there are
misconceptions, misunderstandings and some exaggerating behaviors occur
like family that lack balance in understanding and applying parental roles,
emotions, raising kids and relationships. How each type of family affect
their children’s lives in the marriage case is explained in details in the
coming few lines.

A. Unbalanced families (Confused)
1.

Unbalanced parents roles

Unbalanced parents’ roles happen as a chain of unbalance delivered
from one family to its successor. Or it is acquired due to the weakness or
absence of one of the two parents. There is a wisdom and reason behind
the concept that families and children are the by-product of a man and a
woman. By eliminating one of them definitely the balance is disturbed.
When the balance is disturbed the output (our children) is disturbed too
and the cycle continues leading to more unhappy families and high divorce
rates.
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a) The absence of one of the parents or both leads to:
(1) Delegation of “Parenting role” to grandparents

Grand Parents have a role as extended families in our children’s lives.
They are considered a secondary source of absolute love, care and fun.
They symbolize forgiveness and tenderness. They help our children
explore life and things in a more relaxed atmosphere, of less discipline
and more autonomy.
On the contrary at the senior age grand parents are not ready to bear
more burdens and responsibilities to raise kids; they turn to be impatient,
irritable and worried when we delegate our parental role to them.
Authoritative grand parents risk losing the pleasure and fun they
mutually induce and enjoy with their grand children by trying to control
their behavior and limit their journey of discovery.
Grand parents are very permissive so
children raised by grand parents are mostly
spoilt and self centered. Grand parents’ life
expectancy is not much so those children
experience a real emotional trauma when
grand parents pass away. These children
grow up as miserable adults leading their
new families to misery and divorce.
Others are extremely abusive as they have
never been nurtured themselves and having
a greater gap in time makes them so old fashioned in their parenting skills
that in this case add to the loneliness of kids and their feelings of low
self worth and need for love.
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(2) Delegation of “Parenting role” to maids.

Maids are hired personnel who rarely have enough qualifications to deal
with our children. They induce their own values, beliefs and ethics on our
children and God knows how they treat them in our absence. Children may
learn to mistreat the maids as they feel more power over them and
parents don’t encourage children to treat them respectfully.
Maids also in our absence are not much motivated to teach our children
anything, their indulgence in their own benefits yields danger for children
from neglect, use of bad language, values, ethics and lack of boundaries.
Our children see and hear the maids when we are
out at work or any other activity. God knows what
they watch on TV’s, who they talk to, and what they
talk about or even what they do to our children as
risks of sexual harassment.
Even if maids are carefully chosen and are well
educated, we risk growing our children to replace
their love to their moms with their attachment and
dependency on the maids when we totally rely on
them and forget to create and maintain our loving
bond with our children.
Those raised by maids are even worse; they never experienced real love
and care (not even spoiling grand parents’ love). They lack the feeling as if
their love receptors were never used. They learn that having children is
but the norm as all people do but WHY?? They don’t know. They tend to
raise their children the same way through maids. They learn to always yell
and use commands and authoritative language when dealing with others
(this is how their parents dealt with maids and allowed them to do in turn).
Girls grow up lacking every bit of knowledge on what a home is, how a
housewife should be. I am not saying not to hire maids but to help our
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children understand that maids are a method of help (like an employee, a
manager once was an employee, he knows his responsibilities and in
delegating them, he knows how to achieve through her employees) but
ignorance and total dependency on maids yields irresponsible wives who
not only lacks knowledge and knowhow of managing homes but reflect total
neglect to their husbands when they look down to their home and children
responsibilities.
As for boys, some revealed that they were discovering about sex early
enough through having maids to care for them.
In delegating parental role to others; our children feel neglected, unloved
and unaccepted. They feel abandoned and isolated. They can turn to loners
and they lose the skills of expressing themselves lovingly, loving and being
loved. The most dangerous effect is that they learn that this is “The
family Life”. They lose the sense of having real parents in their lives and
they totally misunderstand the role of parents so they don’t do it when
they are parents.
(3) Wives taking the whole responsibility while husbands
are at work or outside home

When the roles are unbalanced, one party (mostly the husbands) are over
indulged at work either under the umbrella
of money bringing (high family needs) or for
marinating their job (wanting to prove
dedication and competency) or as an excuse
to escape family duties, pressures and
responsibilities.
This leads the children to under-estimate
the father's role in family bringing and diminishing it to money bringing.
Accordingly boys learn that their role is only to work and get money and
that the rest of family issues and parenting are not their responsibility.
The results are completely understood as we all suffered from them. This
results in moms being over burnt due to irresponsible fathers and divorce
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happens sooner or later. Moreover those mothers refuse by time to
surrender the authority and power they earned to the returning husbands.
By time they lose their femininity and their masculine behavior is
uncontrollable. Girls too either repeat their parents’ model or act in
rebellion and refuse to accept their femininity and their maternal
responsibility resulting in a chain of unbalanced descending families, a lot
of marital conflicts and high percentage of divorce.
(4)
One parent is submissive and
the other is taking power

Surprisingly strange is the truth that unbalanced
power and authority in families is not gender
dependent. In my experience with my clients I have
seen the same situation with both parties. Some
families have the father who assumes all the power
and authority; sometimes depending on his physical
strength or loud voice, sometimes depending on being
the source of income, other times because he judges
himself as the truth holder (he is the only
knowledgeable) and finally as his definition of responsibility. On the other
hand there are families where the wife assumes the authority over the
family, using loud voice, aggressiveness, rudeness (at times), neediness,
threat of leaving the home (taking the kids) and asking for divorce. Some
wives use their family power; others abuse their husbands’ real intention
and care in keeping the home, family and children safe and sound.
The power imbalance leaves our children puzzled. Children nerve systems
are disturbed and their security feeling is threatened when they hear
loud voices, shouting and when they are used as a method of punishment
from one parent to the other. Children learn one of two attitudes; either
to choose the powerful side who has the say and power to do things and
behave in accordance with this parent; also leading to leaving the other
parent lonely and even exerting more pressure, rudeness and
aggressiveness.
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The alternative is sympathizing with the weak partner and hating the
symbol of violence, power and authority. In doing so children also learn to
manipulate both parties to get what they want and avoid what they dislike
or hate.
Children in those families have embedded fears of playing one of the two
hated roles but actually we tend to attract in our lives what we focus our
attention at (Law of attraction). So in their attempts and concentration
not to lead a similarly miserable life, adults from unbalanced power
families attract partners that they wanted to avoid.
2.

Unbalanced emotions

Emotions to living things are as important as water and air. We all strive
for care, acceptance, love and support. All love stories and all stories of
sacrifices are indications for how emotions play a tremendously important
role in our lives. Unfortunately violence too, hatred, envy, sadness,
loneliness are also emotions too.
Teens and Adults whose primary love needs (from their parents in the age
range 0-7 years old- Love Vitamin P112) are not met grow to be emotionally
unbalanced, thus providing a new generation of miserable individuals who
tend to continue a chain of miserable families and children. If you doubt
this; just continue reading and see for yourself if you can relate to any of
those cases.
Children who grow deprived of unconditional parental love and acceptance
tend to take one of 2 ways when they become parents; they either give
uncontrollably to their children or unconsciously follow their parents’
pattern and deprive their children again as they were deprived.

1

“How to get what you want and want what you have” John Gray, Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus series,
Page 80
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Another type of unbalanced emotions is for spouses (mostly wives in cases
I witnessed or worked with) who are deprived of their husbands love,
care, intimacy, understanding and appreciation. Those wives (mothers too)
tend to compensate their need for romantic love (Love Vitamin R3) by
over-giving to their spouses (an endless unidirectional giving in this case)
and to their eldest male child (the only
hope for her to feel loved, and
appreciated.
a) Too much love and
care
The deprived parent who chooses either
to compensate their need for love and
acceptance by over-giving same emotions
to their children or those who choose to do what their parents never did
with them by showering their children with lot of love, care, acceptance
and support unfortunately don’t get any of their targets met.
Children don’t understand the where their parents came from and why
they act this way. They learn that what they see in their family life is the
norm of all families. The output is “Spoilt Kids” which of course lead to
“Spoilt adults” who are then “Spoilt Spouses”.
Those “Spoilt” beings have common characteristics. They are greedy,
selfish, irresponsible, and have un-realistic self confidence. They simply
learnt that they are entitled to happiness and taking. They are enough to
be there and the entire universe should revolve around them and answer
all their needs. They are so stubborn and cannot accept any other opinion
or advice except theirs.
When they make their families they expect their partner to take all the
family, kids and financial responsibilities. They don’t keep their jobs. They
are idle and they are ungrateful to their parents, spouses and society.
3

“How to get what you want and want what you have” John Gray, Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus series,
Page 86
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Surprisingly they treat their giving parent recklessly, and for granted
forever.
b) Not enough love and care
The deprived parent (Previously a deprived kid) who
choose to repeat their parents’ patterns either
unconsciously or consciously (by convincing
themselves that they are already good enough and
by ignoring the effect of lacking love or by
underestimating the value and need of love as
weakness) contribute to the society negatively by
their supply of emotionally deprived children who grow to be emotionally
deprived adults and thus the chain continues.
Emotionally deprived people suffer from Lack of Self confidence,
extreme need for people's acceptance, over giving, losing their identity4 in
their relationships, and endless search for external sources of happiness.
External sources of happiness rarely last which then make them endlessly
miserable.
(1) Preference of one of kids over the other

When I was a child my parents (both of them) were so conscious to instill
the value of equity (balance) in treatment and love between the 3 of us (2
of which were girls). Even if there were some situations where they
deviate from the norm they would both or each in his/her turn fully
explain to us the reasons behind their
behavior. Then they try to again
revert to the norm of balance.
I grew to think this is a natural
parental role. Few years through
growing up I could easily recognize
variation in other families.

4

http://www.coping.org/relations/boundar/alertb.htm#Lack
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Family preference mean unbalanced emotions where one of the kids is
showered more than the others with attention, love, care, facilities,
freedom, authority and power.
Families preference have different basis; one is gender (which is common
in our country and totally discussed through the media where boys have
lots of freedom, love, care, power, rights and authority even over their
sisters to the extend of using physical violence against them); another is
their order (either the eldest or the youngest is the most preferred); the
third basis is the similarity basis where a parent prefers the child who
looks like or behaves and thinks more like the parent, another facet is
when a parent mistreats or rejects the child who looks like or behaves like
the other parent.
Unbalanced preference families yield children who feel unequal and
inferior. They taste the injustice so early in their lives and as long as they
live. They feel unaccepted, and they grow feeling inadequate and believe
they don’t deserve love. They feel hurt to experience these awful feelings
by the way parents unbalance treatment, love, care and attention inside
home. Their feelings towards their siblings and their parents get mixed up
between natural instinctual love and acquired hatred, envy, extreme anger
due to injustice.
In their journey of relationships they tend to attract people who would
use them again and add to their pains, you know why? Because they tend
to accept whatever they can get for fear they will never be loved or
accepted. They tend to over give to earn acceptance love. They always
feel bitter because they never learnt how to deal with those early
childhood pains. They blame their parents internally and sometimes when
they grow they choose to speak their feelings loud. But never do the
parents admit their faults nor they ever try to make it up for their
children (now adults). Those children (adults afterwards) take too much
time to heal and function normally after getting professional help. And if
they are already married (most of them are) they blame their parents for their misery in their
marriage life.
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3. Unbalanced understanding of raising kids

Lots of curricula are developed for schools and
universities to yield adults of different professions
hopefully to interact and co-operate healthily
towards building a healthy, successful and glorious
society and thus an ever growing country. Whether
these curricula are totally Egyptian made; totally
exported or a mix; very little attention was given to
how to raise kids and make families. We took this
process as if it is a natural innate process not
recognizing that our primary instincts as humans have changed due to
modernization, equipment dependency and pace. And that’s the reason for
what families are suffering from now; expecting that marital education
just evolves as part of nature.
We were unconscious of the need to develop family curricula that can be
flexible to adapt to world changes. I agree with lots of opinions that in
Quraan God has given us a resource that fits forever but our
understanding and perception are the factors that should be upgradeable
and flexible so as to find the answers within this respectful guide. Also
human sciences are important because understanding them can help us
deeply understand and apply family curricula. In addition, highly educated
society members have a role to translate family and marriage teachings
(either from religious books or from human sciences) in simple
understandable language for normal people who can’t relate to much
sophistication.
The good news is that now more consciousness is starting in this direction,
but the harvest is yet to be collected not before 20 years from now.
In the mean time we still have to deal with the old patterns where
parents’ understanding of raising kids is unbalanced and even in the future
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we may still suffer from some minds that reject change or take more time
to absorb, understand and apply balanced understandings.
Parents in this category suffer from a “Single-minded direction” in raising
kids. It is rooted either to what they previously learnt in their origin
families (follow-through pattern) or it is what they missed in their origin
family (contradictory pattern) or rooted to what they perceived through
their own development is important in raising kids (It can be projected by
the media, or environmental changes, social background, ..)
Single minded direction in raising kids is simply over-exaggerating the
importance of one aspect of excellence over the rest. They can over
emphasize the importance of excellence in education or sports or religion
or freedom or any other aspect. Single minded parents lack the
understanding that building a balanced character means building in four
equally important directions where the body (physical component), the
soul (spiritual – religious component), the mind (mental component) and the
feelings (emotional component) are all equally important.
Single minded parents think their role is to provide their children with
shelter, food and education. Others emphasize on emotions only, others on
material acquisition, others on religious acts of prayers, fasting, halal and
haram (ignoring other complimentary religious parts as work, values,
dealing with others, learning,..)
The single minded generations lack a lot of understandings and miss lots
of life adventures and pleasures that are meant to be because each
parameter contributes to our character and affects the coming
generations.
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4. Unbalanced Relationships

If left unspoken to, children learn through what they
see. They are so clever but if they are not given
enough
attention
for
education
literally
by
communicating with them and then practically by seeing
application, they tend to depend on their own little
minds in gathering information (selective according to
repletion, availability, understanding and what they can
relate to).
They pay attention to how adults speak together and what they say about
family members, what comes in the media (what adults are watching or
listening to) and what adults around them are actually doing. They
similarly gather their data from schools, mosques/churches, friends,
peers and neighbors.
If parents ignore or underestimate teaching them how to relate things,
the why’s and how’s, to analyze and understand surroundings, they form
their own understanding. And since the parents never took the time to
explain to them, they in return never share their opinions and judgments.
They keep it to themselves and build and re-enforce their beliefs. In
doing so a huge gap results in their relationship with their parents and
they either reach for outsiders to communicate with or turn out to revert
to loneliness, sadness and being idle.
Inside families all relationships are equally important; the relationship
between the parents (how they communicate in
serious issues and in fun activities if existed,
handling problems, conflict resolution, normal
talk, comments, gestures, behaviors, give and
take. everything counts), the relationship
between parents and kids (the give and take,
the responsibilities vs. the rights, the tone of
voice,
the
language,
the
non-verbal
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communication, the communication under stress,..), the inter-relationship
between the kids (what parents enforce as guidelines and boundaries, how
parents react in conflicts and quarrels, problem solving techniques,..), the
relationship between the parents and their parents, the relationship
between this family and other relative families and friends families, the
relationship between this family and other concepts like money, religion,
God, society, work, ethics, social responsibility, contribution, team work,
loyalty, country,..)
Common unbalanced relationship symptoms are highly shown in conflict
resolution misbehaviors like violence (physical or moral), fights, loud voice,
disrespect, escaping and withdrawal instead of facing and dealing with
conflict.
These are my classifications and
findings according to issues and
goals I deal with through coaching
my clients. The painful truth is
that balanced families too have
their contribution in the marriage
dilemma.

B. Balanced Families
Balanced Families are families that understand different and
complimentary parental roles, are fulfilled emotionally, have an
understanding of emotional children’s needs, try to fulfill those needs,
have balanced relationships inside their own small families and with
extended families and friends circles, have a global understanding of
raising kids.
In those families children live a moderately to extremely happy and stable
life. The common problem here is that balanced families can mistakenly
teaching children life through their own life experiences. Children have
stable and strong feelings and bonds with their parents. They see them as
role models. They believe them and have no doubt of their proficiency as
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parents and friends. When children have this strong faith and belief and
love to their parents they tend to accept what their parents say as “The
Truth” and the ONLY truth of life. They depend on their parents for
support and guidance. They have high loyalty level to their family, family
teachings, tools and ways of raising kids.
Till this moment these are good signs. The problems lie when those
children grow and start the process of making their own families. The
strong bond and belief of their origin families make it hard for them to
understand that there are other people coming from different family
types. Those children (adults) struggle to accept and deal with the vast
variation those results from the dependency of family teachings on
individual understandings and perceptions (no common guidelines).
Having those strong bonds and beliefs and confronting the spouse that
those teachings are the only truth and that this spouse has to abid by and
follow those teachings creates a major marital conflict that never heals.
Marriage eventually fails because the fire of competition ignites over
which origin family knows and applies what is best for the children.
Competitive attitude, lack of flexibility, conflict over basic family
requirements and values are some of the problems that evolve from those
family types.
Conclusion:

Through this growing understanding and realization of parental errors,
Children (adults afterwards) lack the presence of a role model to look up
to, respect and ask for guidance and support. The presence of a role
model to children helps direct their path and make amendments if needed.
If having a role model is accompanied by teaching children flexibility and
allowing them to be themselves and enjoy their talents, they will grow up
as balanced, understanding, upgradeable adults who can then build and
enforce healthy relationships and families.
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Stage Two: Parents’ role before kids’ marriage
Regardless the all the classifications and discussions in the previous pages
about family types and attitudes; there are common behaviors that
traumatize the soul and feelings of our children (now in the age of
marriage).
These attitudes are “Fear” based. Parents take one or more of these
hurtful patterns; pressuring for marriage, blaming for not marrying,
attacking and insulting their adult children as a way of forcing them to
marry, comparing them to their friends who have families and children.
Although these behaviors can be driven from the parental love and fear
that there children remain single and be miserable or worries as to what
those children would do when their caring parenting pass away and they
face life on their own.
All these justification can be regarded as noble or respected however
there is no excuse to damage someone’s self-image, self worth and self
confidence (specially our beloved kids) for any excuse. These behaviors
are totally refused by all means. They hurt the soul and make difficult
cracks in their characters.
These behaviors push our children away, make them settle for less and
attract inferior partners. It makes them sacrifice quality to buy time. It
also instills fear and leads to scarcity trap5. Marriages that lack harmony
never provides a fulfilling life instead it adds to the marriage dilemma we
all witness today.

5
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Stage Three: Parents’ role in kids’ marital problems
Fortunately when our kids (adults now) manage to reach the marriage
stage (which never conforms to the myth “And they lived happily ever
after”) problems and conflicts occur. Since we lack a common teaching and
protocol to adjusting both understandings and expectations of marriage,
conflicts are part of the adaptation process. But parents in these cases
have extreme blind attitudes. Parents either refuse to accept that their
children have marital problems or they are so supportive to their kids
that they escalate the problems instead of handling them.
In the first case; parents’ behavior is driven by the fear of their
children’s divorce and returning back to the family nest which means that
the family (from parents’ point of view) resumes the responsibility.
Another drive is the fact that these parents have the pattern of blaming
others so they blame their children for any marital problem, even if they
hear what has happened , they listen with bias and intention to find
pitfalls to blame their children instead of objectively handling the
conflict. Those parents’ attitude is escaping from problems, they can not
tolerate to face or take the responsibility of any problem. Unfortunately
this is a childish attitude that indicates that those parents never learnt
to take responsibility for their decisions and actions. (I have seen clients
who are damaged more by the parents’ attitudes than by their husband
mistreatment).
The effect of this attitude on the children is that it adds to their pain
and hurt, they indulge in self-blame (an unhealthy attitude), their vision
gets blurred as they doubt themselves or their eligibility for getting
angry for one reason or another. They learn that they have to tolerate
alone. They lack guidance and instead of learning to handle and resolve the
conflict they learn to give in and tolerate more. On the other hand the
spouse unfortunately does not sympathize instead they become tyrants
since they understand that their spouse’s parents are neither supportive
nor objective and the gap increases. Instead of solving, unbalanced powers
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appear and one day the unsupported partner rebels vigorously either
through illness, crime or divorce.
So dark as it seems the opposite behavior is not acceptable either.
Parents blindly support their children and blindly act or behave against
the spouse. They find all reasons and excuses for their child and accuse
the other partner of all faults. They use divorce as threats (even if it was
never brought up as an alternative).
The results are: their child gets to be the tyrant, acts in arrogance,
refuses to take responsibility of their behaviors and refuses to admit
their faults. The spouse (on the other hand) suffers the injustice, builds
resentment to this family and by time loses respect to them. If this
behavior continues (and it does); finally the unfairly treated spouse rebels
vigorously too either by acting in violence towards their partner or their
parents or finally reaches divorce. Of course men are blessed that they
can re-marry and just leave the troubled home whereas wives have to
tolerate the pains of staying, or being left alone for the sake of another
women or dealing with the ghost of divorce with family and society.
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Stage Four: Parents’ role after kids’ divorce
No matter who asked for divorce, it is a painful experience. Divorce as in
Quoran is ""أبغض الحالل
And despite that it is halal, the media has exaggerated its hatefulness
and society has added accordingly to treat divorcees (women) unfairly. In
media we learnt that women are the victims and men are the one who take
this decision so in real life if a man divorces his wife it is partially
acceptable whereas the woman is badly judged if she asks for divorce.
Even after el Khol3 law, still media is trying to find the fun cases where it
demonstrates the misuse of women to this facility by asking for khol3
without valid reasons.
A bunch of judgments here are the theme. We all learn to judge the
reason for divorce as if those who experienced divorce need to collect
approvals that their reason is valid and that they are still good people. We
then judge the partners in divorce as irresponsible parents because we
come to the unverified myth that a family that sticks together is a better
environment for kids ignoring the attitudes and behaviours of the parents
and family towards each other, ignoring what the children learn from
having partners that act against partnership and feelings that turn to
hatred. We ignore how unhappy families can give children a tremendous
misconception about family relationships and the possibility of happiness.
We ignore how each hating parent might under stress involve their
children in their problems thus creating bias and conflict between their
innate love to this parent and their sympathy with the other. If no harm
happens to children except losing faith in having happy marital
relationships, this harm is already enough to ruin their entire future life.
The partner who realized that marital life is intolerable and impossible
either for themselves or their children’s welfare is already trying to
counteract all the society myths that has long been repeated to make
beliefs. They also are in doubt because we tend to have hope and faith in
God and wish that miracles occur (a mix of wishful thinking to end all
problems, faith in God and stereotypes due to media effect)
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The least thing a divorcing person needs is further blame, attack and
judgment from their parents. Although they permit themselves (parents)
to agonize their children (divorcing adults) through accusing them of
ruining their lives and more painfully the lives of their children. They
judge the reasons for divorce; they ask embarrassing questions, they
stimulate fear from facing society and people in the day to day life.
Instead of being there for their divorced children, of helping them to
heal their pains, re-organize their lives and start to function again,
instead of understanding their reasons and admitting that those are their
reasons (they don’t need acceptance from anybody), instead of supporting
them and nurture their grand kids as the divorced partners will take time
to be able function normally.
Conclusion:

Parents are gifts from God. They are so dear to each of us. We instinctly
love, respect and admire them. If only they know our feelings for them; if
only they know how they affect our lives, they can choose to act positively
in our lives as we expect and love them to. They can listen to us without
judgment. They can still provide us with unconditional love. They can be
the number one source of acceptance even in our worst cases. They can
still be the source of security and safety. We can share ideas even if mad,
we can laugh together, share activities, interests and fun.
Dear Parents, please be aware of what we have discussed and please help
us enjoy and tolerate life. Please be the help not the pain.
If you are a parent or considering being one please don’t be reluctant to
learn about parenting and really it is never too late to learn and adjust.
Your kids will always need you and love your being there. Take a positive
step and learn and develop and ask your kids what they need and want. If
you don’t know where to start you can start by my workshop Survive
Parenting; Be the parent you want to be.
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I graduated from Cairo University, Faculty of Engineering,
Biomedical Engineering Department in 1993. I finished my
diploma in Executive Management in 2004 from The American University
in Cairo.
I studied Coaching at The Coaching Institute in 2005 and graduated in
2006. In 2007 I started my adorable learning journey of Relationship
Coaching for Singles and Couples at RCI; Relationship Coaching Institute.
In 2011 Summer I volunteered in my dream place The Option Institute, a
dream that has been postponed for 6 years and WOW it was a marvelous
learning Opportunity. And I commit myself to continue my learning journey
till I leave Earth.
My professional Career started as sales of Medical equipment and
supplies since Sept.1993, and I was quickly placed in management
positions. I grew in a well known National company of its time where I
learned lots of things that were crucial to my job as well as to my life.
Since 2005 I’ve been coaching individuals and organizations towards
their specific goals and challenges, as well as coaching singles and couples
towards their dream goals.
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10 Reasons are my answer to the question
“WHY I transitioned to Coaching”?

Personally:
1. For myself; After going through the pains of divorce I wanted a
career that as I pursue I develop, grow, learn how to choose my life
partner again and how to live happily whether single or married.
2. For My son; I wanted a career that allows me to learn and develop so
as to raise my son as a healthy real man, future husband and father
and deal with whatever challenges that faces him healthily.

Purposefully:
3. I wanted a career that helps people with their personal lives. An area
that is left unattended and its deterioration leads to misery, crime and
downfall of countries.
4. I wanted to provide a service that:
a. Enriches people’s lives and allow them to celebrate who they
are and what they have and enjoy their lives.
b. Will affect not only the person I serve, but all people who get in
contact with them.
c. Can make the world a great place to live in by allowing people
to live in peace, harmony, love and happiness.
d. Is really crucial and if provided will enhance people’s other
aspects of life.
5. I wanted to have an influence in decreasing the divorce rate, rescuing
children from ignorant parenting, and regaining the healthy social
networks.
6. I wanted to raise personal awareness, responsibility and ability to
“Choose” happiness.
7. In the Egyptian Organizations’ World, I wanted a career that address
employees’ personal challenges and treat them as humans by helping and
allowing them to understand that work and family are equally
important and go side by side.
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Professionally
8. A Future Vision; I wanted a career that never gets obsolete. I wanted
to provide a service that people will always need.
9. I wanted a Career that provides a continuous learning and friendship
with worldwide colleagues with similar mentalities and aspirations.
10.
I wanted a career that allows me flexibility in time, variety of
tasks, room for creativity and unlimited growth.

I chose Life and Relationship Coaching
Honored to provide the services of life & relationship Coaching.
Yasmin Abouelhassan
Life & Relationship Coach
President & Founder
Happy Family Institute
For more information or any inquiry please visit my website
www.happyfamilyinstitute.org
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Happy Family Institute
Happy Family Institute is the first Egyptian organization
for Life & Relationship coaching provides coaching services to
individuals and organizations since 2005.

Awareness Series
Awareness series is a series of simple and easy booklets to
raise the personal awareness for individuals.

Attention Parents
You are the main suspect for the
Egyptian Marriage Dilemma
Learn about your contribution in this dilemma and
take a step towards change.

Life & Relationship Coach Yasmin Abouelhassan
Founder & President
Happy Family Institute

Yasmin is a professional life and relationship Coach, awareness speaker
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viscious circle of failed relationships in our society through coaching
programs, courses, events and workshops.

